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December 8, 2016. Barnes, concluded; Narayan (1).
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evaluations

▶
▶
▶

01:358:358:01 Early 20th-Century Fiction
instructor name: ?????????
your thoughtful responses are most helpful to the people who will
read this: my colleagues, future students, and me
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review: Barnes, unlikeness, community

▶

Barnes’s style makes her mark
▶
▶
▶

▶

character-system consists of unassimilables
▶
▶

▶

language dominated by forms for assimilation to type
simile, satiric generalization, absurd episode
every simile is a catachresis

outsiders who bear stigma
including: the stigma that blocks sympathy

the circus: a community of performance
▶
▶

utopian: Bohemian, transnational, sexually open
but…
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gay identity?

“And am I to blame if I’ve turned up this time as I shouldn’t have been,
when it was a high soprano I wanted, and deep corn curls to my bum, with
a womb as big as the king’s kettle, and a bosom as high as the bowsprit
of a fishing schooner?” (97)
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what is gender in Nightwood?

It was to the Duchess of Broadback (Frau Mann) that Felix owed his first
audience with a “gentleman of quality” (15)
the grandmother who, for some unknown reason, was dressed as a man,
wearing a billycock and a corked mustache (69)
[billycock: a kind of…hat]
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gay solidarity?
“I said, Jenny is so greedy that she wouldn’t give her shit to the crows.
And then I thought: Oh, the poor bitch, if she were dying, face down in a
long pair of black gloves, would I forgive her?” (112–13)
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gay solidarity?
“I said, Jenny is so greedy that she wouldn’t give her shit to the crows.
And then I thought: Oh, the poor bitch, if she were dying, face down in a
long pair of black gloves, would I forgive her?” (112–13)
“Oh,” he cried, “A broken heart have you! I have falling arches, flying
dandruff, a floating kidney, shattered nerves and a broken heart! But do
I scream that an eagle has me by the balls or has dropped his oyster on
my heart?”…
“Listen,” Nora said. “You’ve got to listen!” (164)
“Yes,” she said, “but—”
“Now, wait a minute! It’s all of a certain night that I’m coming to, that I
take so long coming to it,” he said, “a night in the branchy pitch of fall—
the particular night you want to know about—for I’m a fisher of men and
my gimp is doing a saltarello over every body of water to fetch up what
it may. I have a narrative, but you will be put to it to find it.” (104)
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the arc of the moral universe is long but

“ ‘One dog will find them both.’ ” (113)
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the arc of the moral universe is long but

“ ‘One dog will find them both.’ ” (113)
Then she began to bark also, crawling after him [Nora’s dog]—barking in
a fit of laughter, obscene and touching. (179)
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Narayan in a historical line
‘Swaminathan, where is your homework?’
‘I have not done any homework, sir,’ he said
blandly.
There was a pause.
‘Why—headache?’ asked Samuel.
‘Yes, sir.’
‘All right, sit down.’ (“Father’s Help,” 70)
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Swaminathan left his seat joyfully and hopped on the platform. The
teacher took out his cane from the drawer and shouted angrily, ‘Open
your hand, you little devil.’ He whacked three wholesome cuts on each
palm. Swami received them without blenching….
Swami jumped down from the platform with a light heart, though his
hands were smarting. (71)

Discussion
Remind you of anything?
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Swaminathan left his seat joyfully and hopped on the platform. The
teacher took out his cane from the drawer and shouted angrily, ‘Open
your hand, you little devil.’ He whacked three wholesome cuts on each
palm. Swami received them without blenching….
Swami jumped down from the platform with a light heart, though his
hands were smarting. (71)

Discussion
Remind you of anything?
Compare this to the pandying scene in Portrait. How do Narayan’s representational technique and his distribution of attention resemble or differ
from the earlier book?
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succession?
Parallels
▶

scene of colonial schooling
▶

“Sir, was Vasco da Gama the very first person to come to
India?”…“That’s what they say.” (70)

▶

disempowered child who nonetheless exerts agency

▶

third-person narrator with ambiguous irony

Divergences
▶

interior life represented but highly reduced

▶

authority, instead of being a menace, is absurd

▶

novelistic trajectory is foreshortened by form
▶

(Even in novel Swami and Friends, limited or no Bildung)
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1906 b. Madras (Chennai); father a school headmaster
educated in English (and Tamil); fails English exam
1930 B.A., journalism, brief career as English teacher
1935 after many rejections, Swami and Friends published in London by
Hamish Hamilton through intervention of Graham Greene
Greene: “His novels increase our knowledge of the Indian character certainly, but I prefer to think of them as contributions to English literature”
(1937)
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1906 b. Madras (Chennai); father a school headmaster
educated in English (and Tamil); fails English exam
1930 B.A., journalism, brief career as English teacher
1935 after many rejections, Swami and Friends published in London by
Hamish Hamilton through intervention of Graham Greene
1939–50s stories in The Hindu (Madras)
1942 starts Indian Thought Publications
1956 leaves India for first time (to USA, later visits yearly)
continuing production of novels and stories
increasing acclaim
prose versions of Mahabharata and Ramayana
2001 d.
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Indian English once more
His mother said, ‘Why don’t you go to school in a jutka?’
‘So that I may be completely dead at the other end? Have you any idea
what it means to be jolted in a jutka?’ (66)

(Henry Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 1903)
jhaṭkā(nm) a jerk, jolt, shock; lurch
(Caturvedi, A Practical Hindi-English dictionary, 1970)
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Indian/English: many paths
A week later one of the sons of his old master came and told Velan, ‘You will have to go
back to your village, old fellow. The house
is sold to a company. They are not going to
have a garden.’...
He let out a scream: ‘Stop that!’ He took his
staff and rushed at those who were hacking.
They easily avoided the blow he aimed.
(“The Axe,” 106–7)

Azadirachta indica (margosa or
neem tree), Wikimedia Commons
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many paths (2)

“Sharing a joke with Mulk Raj Anand in Chennai, 1995,” photo by N. Ram, in Ram,
“Reluctant Centenarian,” The Hindu, October 8, 2006
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next

▶
▶
▶

read all Narayan selections
commonplace one last time
bring your overall course questions, concerns, random thoughts
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